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Abstract: In the paper, it is tried to establish a new way to insert in and to delete the elements form the AVL Search tree. For
this purpose, the concept of heap sort as well as binary search tree is used partially. The article shows the way, how easily
maintain the balance factor after inserting in and deleting the elements from the AVL Search tree. The article also uses so
few operations compare to the traditional insertion and deletion of AVL Search tree.
I. INTRODUCTION
An AVL Search tree is a binary search tree which is an AVL tree i.e. each node of which does not contain other than the
balance factor 0, -1 and +1. . The figure given below shows the representation of an AVL Search tree. The number against each
node represents its balance factor.
Searching an AVL Search tree for an element is exactly similar to the method used in a binary search tree.

II. INSERTING IN AN AVL SEARCH TREE
Inserting an element into an AVL search tree in its first phase is similar to that of the one used in a binary search tree.
However, if after insertion of the element, the balance factor of any node in the tree is affected so as to render the binary search
tree unbalanced, we can take the help of heap sort partially.
To perform, it is necessary to identify a specific node A whose balance factor is neither 0, 1, -1 and which is the nearest
ancestor to the inserted node on the path from the inserted node to the root. This implies that all nodes on the path from the
inserted node to A will have their balance factors to be either 0, 1,-1. To restore balance two types of operations are performed.
LEFT INSERTION:
If the inserted node is in the left side of A, then we have to choose the greatest value node from the inserted node to the
previous node of A and have to place it in place of A, placing A as its right child and left children of A except the greatest
valued node as its left children in binary search tree manner.
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RIGHT INERTION:
If the inserted node is in the right side of A, then we have to choose the least valued node from the inserted node to the
previous node of A and have to place it in place of A, placing A as its left child and right children of A as its right children in
binary search tree manner.
After promoting the above manner, if it is seen that one or more node have also unbalanced factor, then it has to take the
nearest ancestor from the leaf node and have to perform the same operations either 1 or 2 as necessary.
Example-1

In the figure- 1 the tree is balanced but when the node 44 is inserted , it becomes unbalanced that is shown in figure-2.
Since 44 has been inserted in the left side of the unbalanced node 98, so the greatest valued node from the left sub tree of 98
i.e. 85 is selected and placed in place of 98 keeping 98 as its right child and the left sub tree of 98 (except 44) as its left sub tree
that is shown in figure-3.
Example-2

The tree shown in figure-1 is balanced but when the node 65 is inserted, it becomes unbalanced where 34 is the unbalanced
node shown in figure-2.
Since 65 is in the right side of the unbalanced node 34, so the least valued node 40 is selected from the right sub tree of 34
and placed in place of 34 keeping 34 as its left child and the right sub tree of 34 as its (40) right sub tree shown in figure-3. But
the tree in figure-3 is also unbalanced where 44 is the unbalanced node. So , from the leaf node 65 to previous of 56, since the
least valued node is 56, hence 56 is placed in place of 44 keeping 44 as its(56) left child and 65 as its right child.
III. DELETION IN AN AVL SEARCH TREE
The deletion of an element in an AVL search tree proceeds as same procedures for deletion of an element in a binary search
tree. However, in the event of an imbalance due to deletion, one or more operations need to be applied to balance the AVL tree .
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On deletion of a node D from the AVL tree, let A be the closest ancestor node on the path from D to the root node with a

balance factor +2 or -2. To restore balance the two types of operations are performed.
1.

Left Deletion

If the node that is to be deleted, is in the left sub tree of the closest ancestor node a containing imbalance factor, then it has
to be chosen the least valued node from the right sub tree of A and is to be placed in place of A keeping A as its left child right
sub tree of A as its right sub tree in binary search tree manner. After this, if it is also seen that one or more nodes have
imbalance factor, than identify the nearest imbalance ancestor A from leaf and select the smallest or greatest valued node from
leaf to previous of A if it is in right or left sub tree of the imbalance factor respectively and is placed in place of A follow the
same procedure of binary search tree and so on.
2.

Right Deletion

If the deleted node is in the right sub tree of the closest ancestor node A containing imbalance factor, then it has to be
chosen the greatest valued node from the left sub tree of A and is to be placed in place of A keeping A as right child and taking
left sub tree except the node with greatest value as left sub tree in binary search tree manner. After this, if it is also seen that one
or more nodes have imbalance factor, then identify the nearest imbalance ancestor A from leaf and select smallest or greatest
valued node from leaf to previous of A if it is in right or left sub tree of the imbalance factor respectively and is placed in place
of A and follow the same procedure of binary search tree and so on.
Example-1

In the figure-1 the tree is balanced but when the 26 is deleted from it, then it becomes unbalanced shown in figure-2(red
colored node is the deleted node) with unbalanced node 98 containing factor +2.
Since the deleted node 26 was in the left sub tree of unbalanced factor node 98, so the least valued node 99 is selected from
the right sub tree of 98 and is placed in place of 98 keeping 98 as its left child and right sub tree of 98 (except 99) as its right sub
tree. Now the new tree is balanced which is shown in figure-3.
Example-2
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In the figure-1 the tree is balanced but when the node 52 is deleted from it, then it becomes unbalanced shown in figure-

2(red colored node is the deleted node) with unbalanced node 44 containing factor +2.
Since the deleted node was in the right sub tree of unbalanced node 44, so the greatest valued node 29 is selected from the
left sub tree of 44 and placed in place of 44 keeping 44 as its right child and left sub tree of 44 (except 29) as its left sub tree.
Now the new tree is balanced which is shown in figure-3.
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